
CS 763  F20 A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Voronoi diagram

Given points P = {p1, . . . , pn} in the plane, the Voronoi region of pi is

pi  is called a site.

The Voronoi diagram 
consists of all the Voronoi regions

Given points P = {p1, . . . , pn } in the plane, the Delaunay triangulation             is
a graph with vertices p1, . . . , pn and edge (pi , pj ) iff V(pi  ) and V(pj ) share an edge. 

     is the planar dual of 

Voronoi edges

Delaunay edges

site

Voronoi vertex

Recall
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CS 763  F20 A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Recall

Properties

V(pi ) is unbounded iff pi  is on the convex hull of the sites.
There are  ≤ 2n Voronoi vertices and ≤ 3n Voronoi edges.

Voronoi vertices have degree 3 (we assume no 4 points co-circular).
Voronoi cells are convex.

- has an edge (pi , pj ) iff there is an empty circle through pi pj .
- has a face pi  pj  pk  iff there is an empty circle through pi  pj  pk       
                               (centered at the corresponding Voronoi vertex).

- is a triangulation.

Voronoi edges

Delaunay edges

site

Voronoi vertex
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CS 763  F20 A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Outline:

- applications of Voronoi diagrams, Delaunay triangulations

- O(n log n ) algorithm for Voronoi diagram

- relationship to convex hull problem
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A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Application of Delaunay triangulations: finding all nearest neighbours

Given n points in the plane find, for each point, its nearest neighbour — gives 
nearest neighbour graph, a directed graph of out-degree 1.

Many applications, e.g. 

in statistical analysis:
find hierarchical clusters using
nearest neighbour chain algorithm

https://demonstrations.wolfram.com/NearestNeighborNetworks/

CS 763  F20

The Nearest Neighbour Graph, NN(P ), 
has vertices P, and a directed edge (u,v ) 
if u’s nearest neighbour is v.
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The Nearest Neighbour Graph, NN(P ), has vertices P, and a directed edge (u,v ) 
if u’s nearest neighbour is v.

Note: break ties so every vertex has out degree 1, and do it to avoid cycles, e.g. 
choose nearest neighbour of min x, max y.

What is the in-degree of a vertex?

Claim.  NN(P ) ⊆ 
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Algorithm to find NN(P )

CS 763  F20
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Find DCP) in O Cn leg n) time
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3 nearest neighbours

Can also look at k nearest neighbours — use k-th order Voronoi diagrams (later)

CS 763  F20
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A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Application of Delaunay triangulations: finding min spanning trees (MST)

Given points p1, . . . , pn in the plane, find the Euclidean minimum spanning tree
= tree with vertex set p1, . . . , pn of minimum total length

There are good algorithms to find the min weight spanning tree in any edge-weighted 
graph.  But our graph has O(n2 ) edges.

Lemma.  The minimum spanning tree is a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation.

Then we can run the graph MST algorithm on the Delaunay triangulation to get an 
algorithm with total run time O(n log n ). 

CS 763  F20
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Lemma.  The minimum spanning tree is a subgraph of the Delaunay triangulation.

Proof.
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Other Proximity Graphs: Relative Neighbourhood and Gabriel graphs

Relative Neighbourhood Graph (RNG)

Gabriel Graph (GG)

edge (a,b ) if this lune is empty, 
i.e. there is no point closer to both a and b than d(a,b )  

edge (a,b ) if the circle with diameter ab is empty

NN(P )  ⊆  MST(P )  ⊆  RNG(P )  ⊆  GG(P )  ⊆ 
can prove:

and all of these can be computed in O(n ) time from (not obvious)
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A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Other Proximity Graphs: Relative Neighbourhood and Gabriel graphs

CS 763  F20

Brendan Colloran

Application: Shape Skeletons

● These graphs, and the principal curve suggest several ways of finding the 

“shape” or the “middle” of an object.
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A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Application of Delaunay triangulations: finding largest empty circle

CS 763  F20

Given n points in a convex boundary polygon B, find the largest empty circle with 
center in B

e.g. locate a new store location among existing stores, or
locate a nuclear waste dump among cities

This is a facility location problem.  
(Recall that in Lecture 7 we looked at a different facility location problem — to find 
the smallest circle enclosing given points.)

Lemma.  The center of the largest empty circle is either
- a Voronoi vertex
- the intersection of a Voronoi edge with the boundary of B
- a vertex of B
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Proof idea.

CS763-Lecture10 13 of 27
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Algorithm for the largest empty circle problem 
Input:  n points in polygon B with k vertices

- compute Voronoi diagram of the points
- compute intersection points of Voronoi edges with the polygon

- try each possible center p  from the above Lemma

- Voronoi vertex p

- intersection point p of Voronoi edge e and polygon

- polygon vertex p

Runtime:
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Given  project them up onto parabola

Theorem.  The lower convex hull of                       , projected back to the plane, is 
the Delaunay triangulation of 

A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Connection between Voronoi diagram / Delaunay triangulation and Convex Hull

CS 763  F20
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Jonathan Shewchuck

Herbert Edelsbrunner
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CS 763  F20 A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

Theorem.  The lower convex hull of                       , projected back to the plane, is 
the Delaunay triangulation of 

Proof.

Claim 1. Points in the plane are co-circular iff their projections on the parabola are 
co-planar.

Claim 1. Points outside the circle map to points above the plane; points inside the 
circle map to points below the plane.
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Theorem.  The lower convex hull of                       , projected back to the plane, is 
the Delaunay triangulation of 

Proof.
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Algorithms to compute Voronoi diagrams / Delaunay triangulations

- we can get either one from the other in O(n) time.

- we can compute the Delaunay triangulation in O(n log n) time using a 3D convex 
  hull algorithm. 

- first O(n log n) algorithm to compute Voronoi diagram was divide and conquer, 
  Shamos and Hoey, 1975.  The merge step is complicated.

- Steve Fortune, ’87, gave a sweepline algorithm for Voronoi diagram

  

CS 763  F20

next lecture:

- randomized incremental algorithm to compute the Delaunay triangulation
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Fortune’s sweepline algorithm for Voronoi diagram

the difficulty with a sweepline 
approach: 

  V(p) starts before we reach p

Solution

CS 763  F20

Find the Voronoi diagram of the points PLUS the half plane below the sweep 
line.
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Find the Voronoi diagram of the points PLUS the half plane below the sweep line.

initial situation final situation

intermediate situation for one point

CS763-Lecture10 21 of 27
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A. Lubiw, U. WaterlooLecture 10: Voronoi Diagrams, cont'd

intermediate configuration of Fortune’s algorithm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvmREoyL2F0

CS 763  F20
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Site events: A site event is generated whenever the horizontal sweep line passes over a site. As we mentioned before,
at the instant that the sweep line touches the point, its associated parabolic arc will degenerate to a vertical ray
shooting up from the point to the current beach line. As the sweep line proceeds downwards, this ray will widen
into an arc along the beach line. To process a site event we will determine the arc of the sweep line that lies
directly above the new site. (Let us make the general position assumption that it does not fall immediately below
a vertex of the beach line.) We then split this arc of the beach line in two by inserting a new infinitesimally small
arc at this point. As the sweep proceeds, this arc will start to widen, and eventually will join up with other edges
in the diagram. (See the figure below.)

Figure 62: Site events.

It is important to consider whether this is the only way that new arcs can be introduced into the sweep line. In
fact it is. We will not prove it, but a careful proof is given in the text. As a consequence of this proof, it follows
that the maximum number of arcs on the beach line can be at most 2n ° 1, since each new point can result in
creating one new arc, and splitting an existing arc, for a net increase of two arcs per point (except the first).

The nice thing about site events is that they are all known in advance. Thus, after sorting the points by y-
coordinate, all these events are known.

Vertex events: In contrast to site events, vertex events are generated dynamically as the algorithm runs. As with the
line segment plane sweep algorithm, the important idea is that each such event is generated by objects that are
neighbors on the beach line. However, unlike the segment intersection where pairs of consecutive segments
generated events, here triples of points generate the events.

In particular, consider any three consecutive sites pi, pj , and pk whose arcs appear consecutively on the beach
line from left to right. (See the figure below.) Further, suppose that the circumcircle for these three sites lies at
least partially below the current sweep line (meaning that the Voronoi vertex has not yet been generated), and
that this circumcircle contains no points lying below the sweep line (meaning that no future point will block the
creation of the vertex).

Consider the moment at which the sweep line falls to a point where it is tangent to the lowest point of this
circle. At this instant the circumcenter of the circle is equidistant from all three sites and from the sweep line.
Thus all three parabolic arcs pass through this center point, implying that the contribution of the arc from pj has
disappeared from the beach line. In terms of the Voronoi diagram, the bisectors (pi, pj) and (pj , pk) have met
each other at the Voronoi vertex, and a single bisector (pi, pk) remains. (See the figure below.)

Sweep-line algorithm: We can now present the algorithm in greater detail. The main structures that we will maintain
are the following:

(Partial) Voronoi diagram: The partial Voronoi diagram that has been constructed so far will be stored in a
DCEL. There is one technical difficulty caused by the fact that the diagram contains unbounded edges. To
handle this we will assume that the entire diagram is to be stored within a large bounding box. (This box
should be chosen large enough that all of the Voronoi vertices fit within the box.)

Lecture Notes 72 CMSC 754
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Figure 63: Vertex events.

Beach line: The beach line is represented using a dictionary (e.g. a balanced binary tree or skip list). An
important fact of the construction is that we do not explicitly store the parabolic arcs. They are just there
for the purposes of deriving the algorithm. Instead for each parabolic arc on the current beach line, we
store the site that gives rise to this arc. Notice that a site may appear multiple times on the beach line (in
fact linearly many times in n). But the total length of the beach line will never exceed 2n° 1. (You should
try to construct an example where a single site contributes multiple arcs to the beach line.)
Between each consecutive pair of sites pi and pj , there is a breakpoint. Although the breakpoint moves as
a function of the sweep line, observe that it is possible to compute the exact location of the breakpoint as a
function of pi, pj , and the current y-coordinate of the sweep line. In particular, the breakpoint is the center
of a circle that passes through pi, pj and is tangent to the sweep line. Thus, as with beach lines, we do not

explicitly store breakpoints. Rather, we compute them only when we need them.
The important operations that we will have to support on the beach line are

(1) Given a fixed location of the sweep line, determine the arc of the beach line that intersects a given
vertical line. This can be done by a binary search on the breakpoints, which are computed “on the
fly”. (Think about this.)

(2) Compute predecessors and successors on the beach line.
(3) Insert an new arc pi within a given arc pj , thus splitting the arc for pj into two. This creates three

arcs, pj , pi, and pj .
(4) Delete an arc from the beach line.

It is not difficult to modify a standard dictionary data structure to perform these operations in O(log n)

time each.

Event queue: The event queue is a priority queue with the ability both to insert and delete new events. Also the
event with the largest y-coordinate can be extracted. For each site we store its y-coordinate in the queue.
For each consecutive triple pi, pj , pk on the beach line, we compute the circumcircle of these points.
(We’ll leave the messy algebraic details as an exercise, but this can be done in O(1) time.) If the lower
endpoint of the circle (the minimum y-coordinate on the circle) lies below the sweep line, then we create a
vertex event whose y-coordinate is the y-coordinate of the bottom endpoint of the circumcircle. We store
this in the priority queue. Each such event in the priority queue has a cross link back to the triple of sites
that generated it, and each consecutive triple of sites has a cross link to the event that it generated in the
priority queue.

The algorithm proceeds like any plane sweep algorithm. We extract an event, process it, and go on to the next
event. Each event may result in a modification of the Voronoi diagram and the beach line, and may result in the
creation or deletion of existing events.

Here is how the two types of events are handled:
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Another way to visualize Fortune’s algorithm

and Fortune’s algorithm
sweeps a plane π 
across those cones

O’Rourke

Space Symmetry Structure

the Voronoi diagram can be viewed as the projection of the upper envelope of cones
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Other versions of Voronoi diagrams

- the sites may be more general than points,
  e.g. line segments, polygons, etc.

- higher dimensions

- farthest point Voronoi diagrams

CGAL

CS 763  F20
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Other versions of Voronoi diagrams

- weighted Voronoi diagrams

- Voronoi diagrams for other distance metrics 
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References (same as before)

- [CGAA] Chapters 7, 9

- [Zurich notes] Chapters 5, 7  (they start with Delaunay)

- [O’Rourke] Chapter 5

- [Devadoss-O’Rourke] Chapter 4.

Summary

- Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation 
   
- applications to proximity graphs, largest empty circle

- relationship to Convex Hull

- O(n log n ) algorithm
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